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Abstract
In this generously illustrated study of the Looshaus in Vienna, Christopher Long presents a multifaceted account of this once controversial and now widely admired building. Situated on Vienna’s Michaelerplatz, opposite an entrance to the Hofburg Palace, Adolf Loos’s Looshaus was completed in 1911 for the elite Goldman & Salatsch tailor and outfitting firm as a showroom, business office, and work studio on two floors with rental apartments on the upper four floors. Long presents his findings in fifteen short chapters that offer a chronological narrative of the project’s development, while also following Loos’s personal life as he struggled emotionally, physically, and professionally to get the project built to his design. The chapters zoom in and out of the building itself to encompass not only its design principles and the local debates surrounding it, but also his close friendships with Viennese culturati, including Peter Altenberg, Karl Kraus, and Oskar Kokoschka. Long is able to knit all of this together convincingly by always keeping Loos and the building at the center of his story.
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the history of southeastern Europe, will benefit from this excellent volume. Of particular value are the closing chapters, by Horst Haselsteiner and Erhard Busek, analyzing the international community’s role in this region. The one-hundredth anniversary of the Bosnian crisis indeed called for such reflection.

Igor Tchoukarine
Macalaster College
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In this generously illustrated study of the Looshaus in Vienna, Christopher Long presents a multifaceted account of this once controversial and now widely admired building. Situated on Vienna’s Michaelerplatz, opposite an entrance to the Hofburg Palace, Adolf Loos’s Looshaus was completed in 1911 for the elite Goldman & Salatsch tailor and outfitting firm as a showroom, business office, and work studio on two floors with rental apartments on the upper four floors. Long presents his findings in fifteen short chapters that offer a chronological narrative of the project’s development, while also following Loos’s personal life as he struggled emotionally, physically, and professionally to get the project built to his design. The chapters zoom in and out of the building itself to encompass not only its design principles and the local debates surrounding it, but also his close friendships with Viennese culturati, including Peter Altenberg, Karl Kraus, and Oskar Kokoschka. Long is able to knit all of this together convincingly by always keeping Loos and the building at the center of his story.

The book starts with the clients, Leopold Goldman and Emanuel Aufricht, who bought the prominent site as a redevelopment opportunity. They held a private competition for the design in 1909, then rejected all the entries and awarded the commission instead to an untested Loos who had previously done a showroom for the company but had never designed a building of this size or importance. Long returns often to the complicated relationship between Loos and his clients, who suffered along with him as the project languished, but ultimately stood by his design.

One strength of the book is Long’s success at situating this well-known project more firmly within both the architectural culture of Vienna at the time and Loos’s own body of work. Long argues, for example, that the well-known essay “Ornament and Crime,” which is usually dated to 1908, was actually written in early 1910 at the same time that Loos was working on Michaelerplatz. As Long’s analysis shows, Loos wrote the text as a provocation to gain attention for himself and potentially more allies in the Looshaus debates, which became more vicious in the press as the building started to take shape on the square. Communications between Loos, the city building authorities, and the professional community are described in intricate detail, highlighting the radicality of Loos’s formal choices in a city with entrenched professional alliances and conservative aesthetics.

Despite the battles, the reader knows that this iconic building was built in the end. In vividly descriptive passages, Long writes affectionately about the building, which he says was “stunning” with “a quiet dignity” that silenced critics with the quality of its construction (157). In the book’s best and final chapter, Long traces the building’s reception from the demise of Goldman & Salatsch in the early 1920s, to obscurity in the 1930s, a revival of interest in the 1960s, and up to the present day as the building continues to attract historians looking to rewrite the early history of modernism. There is one component missing from this analysis, however, since Long fails to discuss the Czechoslovak reception of Loos, a native of Brno, including Karel Teige’s chapter on him in the book, *Modern Architecture in Czechoslovakia* (1930) [Originally published as Karel
Teige, Moderní architektura v Československu/ L’architecture moderne en Tchécoslovaquie/ Neues Bauen in der Tschechoslowakei (Prague, 1930) and translated in Karel Teige, Modern Architecture in Czechoslovakia and Other Writings, trans. Irena Žantovská Murray and David Britt (Los Angeles, 2000).]

As a research project, the focus on a single building does have its drawbacks. The book is not as ambitious in its scope and argumentation as one might want. With the exception of discussions of Loos’s own theoretical work, Long does not link Loos’s thinking to other architectural or cultural debates outside of Vienna. In this sense, the book is inward looking, taking a landmark building and delving deeply into its conception without ever stepping back to reconsider its place within other narratives—architectural, cultural, or otherwise. Even in the terms he set for the research, Long’s efforts are impeded at times by his sources, which do not yield all of the details that would allow him to make more definitive conclusions. Instead, the text is full of speculative passages about what may or may not have happened or what various actors’ motives might have been, sometimes overwhelming the flow of the text.

In conclusion, as a complete study of an important building, its architect, and its owners in early-twentieth-century Vienna, the book has much to offer readers with an interest in the history of Vienna, architectural history, or cultural politics in Austria. It is also an elegant case study that shows the potential and limitations of such an approach.

Kimberly Elman Zarecor
Iowa State University


In the late nineteenth century the population of the city of Vienna and its suburbs had grown considerably; as a consequence the need for new churches was intensely felt by clerics and the Catholic population alike. Some years before Breitensee became incorporated into the city of Vienna in 1890–92, it was decided to erect a new church. Somebody had the ingenious idea to declare the new building a “Kaiser-Jubiläumskirche,” commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of Emperor Francis Joseph’s accession to the throne. With the help of a member of the imperial family, the emperor consented to this plan and thus the church at Breitensee became one of the buildings erected for this specific occasion. This meant, among other things, that the church, built in neo-Gothic style, should in one way or another pay tribute to the rule of the emperor or the House of Habsburg in general. The committee in charge of the interior decoration, headed by the parish priest, commissioned a number of stained-glass windows to serve that purpose.

These windows show portraits not only of Francis Joseph and his wife Elisabeth (who was murdered just a few weeks before the official opening ceremony of the new church was to take place), but also other Habsburg rulers: King Rudolf I among his electors, offering them a cross to swear upon (1273); Archduke Ferdinand III (later Emperor Ferdinand II) kneeling in front of a cross asking God for help against Protestant nobles harassing him in his Castle in Vienna (1619); Emperor Charles V on his crusade in Tunis, liberating Christians (1535); Emperor Leopold I praying to the Virgin Mary for the salvation of his capital from the Turks (1683). One also finds the Roman Emperor Constantine, seeing in a vision the Holy Cross promising him “in hoc signo vinces,” and the Hungarian King Stephen I, the first Christian ruler of Hungary (both pictorial representations indicating that Francis Joseph in his capacity as Austro-Hungarian monarch is the true heir to the Holy Roman Empire and the Crown of St. Stephen). Apart from other